Name of Innovation From Thailand ( Chulalongkorn University Demonstration Elementary School)

1. Comfy Travel Pack: Neck pillow + Ear Muff + Eye
Shade

3-in-1 Comfy Travel Pack .is a well-designed inflatable and
foldable compact size travel pack composed of neck pillow, ear muff,
and eye shade. It effectively enhances rest between travelling and
reduces fatigue

CHANIDAPA LUANGLERTPAIBOON
JINJUTA LUANGLERTPAIBOON
ARJAREE RATANASANGSATHIEN

2. Two in One Shoes: Adjustable Heel

3-in-1 Comfy Travel Pack .is a well-designed inflatable and
foldable compact size travel pack composed of neck pillow, ear
muff, and eye shade. It effectively enhances rest between
travelling and reduces fatigue

Mintmanta Lorwitworrawat
Palida Rongkapich
Jidapa Suedamrong

3. Self Holding Stick for Child
Share a story about a public bus for a child size ๓๐ cm
retractable ๗๐ cm size available with straight joints to the security
log. Hook grip rail lighter Hill is made from soft materials, hand. Do
not harm children’s health.

Patintnorn Kummetha
Ekachol Prasopphol
Apisara Sae-chua

4. Healthy Chalkboard Brush without Dust
Chalkboard brush without dust is equipped with a vacuum system that can
effectively collect chalk dust, which is harmful especially to allergic
children. Chalk dust is collected in a removable and cleanable tray. The

brush is made from durable lightweight materials and operated using
battery.

SUPITCHAYA HEMRUNGROJN
CHALIDA SOMPOLWATTANA
JAOMAI TUNGSIRIPAT
NATSINEE WANGTHAMKUA

5. Wet-Dry Separated Bin for Plastic Waste
Wet-dry cup separated bin is well-designed to easily pour liquid
out of a cup. The bin is made from clear plastic with hole on top
for cup dropping. The mechanic inside of the bin automatically
pours liquid out of the cup, which later will remain on top of the
sieve leaving liquid to the removable tray at the bottom of the bin.

PUTHIMET KITJARUWANKUL
CHAYARAT WANGWEERA
CHAYARAT WANGWEERA

6.

Semi-Automatic Spin Foot Spa

A rechargeable 360-degree spin foot spa is well designed with cleaning
gel flow control. Its handle length is adjustable and the foot brush is
changeable. These allows elderly people and pregnant women to wash their
feet safely and easily. Further, it is also suitable for any age level and sex.

MATTHEW JIRAPUNYAWONG
JEERAWAT POONBUNDANSIN
THANANUT SRISANGUANSAT

